Promo ons — January ‘19
Big Drop Brewing & Hogan’s High Sobriety
Order 3 cases over two or more varie es, for 15% OFF
An excep onal ‘Low ABV’ beer is becoming a must for any self-respec ng bar and
with Big Drop Brewing, there are now 3! Their best selling Lager, their hoppy
Pale Ale and the original, Chocolate Milk Stout, make for a compelling range of
low alcohol op ons and come in sensible case sizes of 12 x 33cl bo+les.
Hogan’s High Sobriety is a Low ABV delicious cider, made by Allen Hogan and his
team with the trend towards less alcohol ﬁrmly in mind. At just 1% ABV, drinkers
can enjoy one or two and maintain their own sobriety!

Non alcohol spirits— Borrago & The Driver’s Tipple
Buy 12 bo.les over the two ranges, get a 13th for tas ng Free of Charge
Borrago is a naturally delicious drink with no alcohol, sugar, fat or calories. It is full of
natural botanical flavours and aromas, built up in layers to give a complex, dry and flavoursome non-alcoholic spirit that works as an excellent base for exciting mocktails, or
using simply poured (25ml) over ice, topped up with 200ml of
tonic and garnished with a slice of orange and a crushed basil leaf.
£11.60 ex VAT, retailing at £19.95
The Driver’s Tipple is a non-alcoholic ‘gin’ created by former Bri sh racing
driver Hamish Gordon at his Woodstock-based Driver’s Drinks Company.
Dis lled in London, it has all the ﬂavours of a classic dry gin with prominent
notes of juniper, ginger, angelica, cardamom , mint, grapefruit and coriander.
Serve it with a good quality tonic and a wedge of lime, and you’d be happy to be
designated driver any day!
‘Miles’ or ‘Ophelia’ 70cl bo.les, £17.70 ex VAT / £15.70 oﬀ-trade discount

Nonsuch Shrubs Buy 2 varie

es for 10% OFF; 3 varie es for 15% OFF

The ancient drink ‘ a shrub’ has been reimagined by Nonsuch master-blenders
using infusions of fruit, herbs and apple cider vinegar, creating a unique harmony
of savoury, sweet and sour to tantalise the taste buds in a whole new way. Beyond alcohol; beyond soft drinks and beyond compare, these three flavours of
Peach & Basil, Blackcurrant & Juniper and Sour Cherry & Garden Mint are a refreshingly different drink. 12 x 25cl / £20.95 ex VAT

No 1 Botanicals

Buy 4 cases, get a 5th Free of Charge

First Rosemary Water, now the world’s first range of ten single extract herbal drinks harnessing the power of
nature. Each is made from a fresh herb, carefully extracted to ensure all the active compounds in nature are
retained inside the drink. The herbs have been selected for their long history of wellness benefits, and the
extracts authenticated by the scientists at the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew. 12 x 33cl / £15.50 ex VAT

